
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    Citroën’s DS was one of the most      
        revolutionary cars ever made 
          – it was a ground breaker 
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The ethos of the club is ‘Let’s have fun!’ and to enjoy the preservation of older motorcycles, 
cars and trucks – to escalate their exposure by driving them on today’s highways and byways 
for all to see – ‘the way we were’ 
 

Camaraderie is what belonging to our motor club is all about 
 

Meetings: 
General meetings as from 2023 will be held on the second Wednesday of the odd numbered 
months (except January) March/May/July/September/November starting at 7:30pm upstairs at 
the Milton Ulladulla Bowling Club in St. Vincent Street, Ulladulla. 
 

Wheel Nuts a casual get-together first Sunday each month (January if so inclined)10am –12pm      
                                                                                                                            Ulladulla Harbour. 
 

Monthly runs: Unless otherwise advised, all events will start from (when heading South) 
assemble on the Princes Hwy Ulladulla south of the Soldiers Club (but not before or in front of) 
but far down about opposite Lynns Removals – And heading North on the highway north of the 
Milton BP Servo and just before Corks Lane – See page 16 / back cover for events schedule. 
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Please support our advertisers where- and whenever you can 

Christmas greetings members, 

Our President Colin Spicer has asked me to write a few words for this edition of Classic Talk. 

Colin is planning to retire from his day job at the end of this year, and he will resume his role as President at our January 

picnic day. The 2023 January picnic day will be welcome as Covid and the recent fires has necessitated the club to cancel this 

event for the last couple of years. This year weather permitting, we are on track to hold this event at ‘Leaning Oak’ park 

complex on the waterfront at Lake Conjola. We were invited to an event held at the complex earlier this year and that turned 

out to be a top day. Leaning Oak is a wonderful location to start the year off for the club. Events Director Geoff will provide 

more information, but briefly the club will supply a BBQ along with condiments, but BYO everything else. For the brave toss 

in your cossies! If you have not had the pleasure to meet Colin, this would be a good opportunity. Sunday 15/01/23. 

The Events calendar has been finalized and will be available in due course. The committee has tried to cater for all tastes, so 

come along and join in to as many outings as you can. 

Geoff our Events Director needs your help. This is a simple one. Some events that are planned for the year need bookings to 

be made. You can assist Geoff by letting him know of your attendance. That would keep his remaining grey hairs grey……not 

turn them white! 

A reminder too that commencing in 2023 we will be holding our general meetings every odd month. That will be the second 

Wednesday at 7.30pm of March, May, July, September and November. Still at the same location, upstairs at the Milton 

Ulladulla Bowling Club, St Vincents Street, Ulladulla. The committee looks forward to welcoming you. Please note that there 

is NO January general meeting held at the MUBC. Items of interest will be mentioned at our January picnic day. 

The January/ February edition of Classic Talk will be the last. Jim Gibson has resigned from the committee and as Editor. Next 

time you see Jim, give a pat on the back for his efforts whilst Editor. Torque Talk, the club’s original masthead, will be back in 

2023. 

Also, Gill Gibson has resigned as Merchandising coordinator. Gill too, needs a pat on the back for her diligence and 

commitment. Club merchandise will be available from Vicki Weir our Treasurer, while stocks last. Merchandise procurement 

will be reviewed in due course. Metal club badges for your car are also available. 

In the words of John Lennon….’So this is Christmas, and what have you done, another year over, and a new one just begun’. 

Happy Christmas all! 

That’s about it from me. ‘Let’s have fun’.          Regards, Roger.  

Merry Christmas and all the best for 2023 from Colin, Jane, Vicki, Joe and Geoff. 

Roger 

 

Editor’s message 
 

This is the last edition of my Classic Talk   magazine. I have resigned as editor and publisher, as I have 

other commitments these days and find it impossible to juggle both.   

   I hope you have enjoyed my pervious 24 issues, which I trust, has also helped in the lifting of the 

MUVCCC’s profile at large.  
 

Happy New Year, 

Jim Gibson 
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Keep those old wheels rollin’ and enjoy the ride 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This chart below is from the New York Times and demonstrates just how stupid our government is – just 
let’s knock down all our coal fired power stations before we even have a ‘reliable’ replacement form of 
future energy.  
   So we can save the world with our one percent of the world’s emissions – for God’s sake!  
   Let’s do what Julius Caesar did and fiddle while Rome burns, sending our country into financial ruin 
and continuous blackouts. These damn lunatic politicians are running the asylum!   

1600 new coal-fired power plants are planned or 
under construction in 62 countries around the world. 

 
This is an interesting development… There are many ways to craft biofuels, including a scientist 
who thinks a bi-product from making whiskey could be used to fuel your vehicle. To be clear, this 
wouldn’t involve pouring whiskey into your car’s fuel tank. Instead, the biofuel would be made using the 
draff leftover from the distilling process. This scientist reportedly found a way to ferment draff, 
transforming it into biochemicals useful for running diesel cars. The advantage of biofuels is supposed to 
be the lower carbon content versus fossil fuels. Some fear emitting too much carbon into the atmosphere 
is contributing to global warming, although that hasn’t been accepted unanimously among climatologists, 
even though many politicians have forged ahead with laws as if decreasing carbon emissions is like 
turning down the planet’s thermostat. In other words, biofuels might be a really great thing or, they might 
just be another source of fuel 
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Robyne and husband Ross have been 
long-term members of the MUVCCC and, 
sadly Robyne passed away during mid-
October last. 
   The celebration of her 76-year life was 
held on 26th October at the Civic Centre in 
Ulladulla. She was farewelled by some 250 
family and friends, along with a large 
contingent of our club members, which was 
a tribute of how many members respected 
Robyne and their personal feelings for 
Ross’ loss of, and dedication to, his much-
loved wife.                                                   
  We will always remember them travelling 
in their shiny red little Austin Seven at many 
of our club runs and of course sometimes in 
the green early model Valliant.  
   Robyne took her final ride in the beautiful 
black hearse named Nellie, that our late 
club member and master craftsman Paul 
Ashby had restored. It was the hearse used 
for Dame Nellie Melba’s cortège in 
Melbourne 1931. Thus, the moniker Nellie.   
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1970 Mustang Boss 429 goes under the 
hammer – sold for an eye-watering $442,000 

Even for a 429 Boss that’s a hefty chunk of change. 
Then we found out the auction wasn’t done by any 
big auction house, at least not in the automotive 
sphere, because ‘Big Iron’ hosted the event. 
   ‘Big Iron’ does a lot of farm equipment, livestock, 
and farmland auctions. Considering the auction in 
question was recently held at the Buffalo County 
Fairground in Kearney, Nebraska it all seems fitting, 
especially since the vehicles auctioned off were 
barn find muscle cars. 
   The ’70 429ci Grabber Blue Boss Mustang in 
question apparently sat in a shed for almost 50 
years, collecting that good ol’ Nebraska farm dust. 
It, along with 16 other rare cars were auctioned off. 
All of them collected by the late “Butch” Siebenaler 
of Sumner. The man reportedly was quite the 
collector, using his spare time to find and restore 
rare vehicles. After he died of a heart attack last 
year, his family arranged through the help of ‘Big 
Iron’ to get them to people who would appreciate 
the cars for what they are. 
   For LeRoy Johnson, buying the 429 Boss is a 
dream come true. He and his wife Amy eagerly 
loaded it onto their trailer as he told a local journalist 
of his plans to take the pony car on the highway to 
‘see what it does.’ Instead of the Mustang being 
sold to an investor who would just park it in a 
secured storage facility and maybe look at it once a 
year, this classic Ford has gone to a couple who will 
really enjoy what they have bought 
 

29th August 2022 in Norway 
 

The world needs more oil and gas now to deal with 
an energy shortage while pushing to transition to 
renewable  supplies,  Tesla  Inc.   Chief  Executive  
Officer Elon Musk said.  “At this time, we actually 
need more 
oil and gas, 
not less,” 
Musk said 
Monday 
during an 
energy 
conference 
in Norway, 
adding that 
he’s not 
someone to 
“demonize” 
the fossil 
fuels. At the 
same time, 
“we must have a clear path to a sustainable energy 
future.” 
   Musk made his comments as Europe is grappling 
with its worst energy crisis in decades as Russia is 
lowering natural gas deliveries to the region and 
nuclear power-plant outages in France further sap 
supply.  
   Europe’s politicians have already earmarked 
about 280 billion euros ($278 billion) to ease the 
pain of surging prices for businesses and 
consumers, but the aid risks being dwarfed by the 
scale of the crisis.   The European Union will call an 
emergency meeting of energy ministers to discuss 
bloc-wide solutions. 
    Musk said ocean wind has “massive untapped 
potential” and added he’s a proponent of nuclear 
energy. 
   “If you have a well-designed nuclear plant, you 
should not shut it down -- especially right now,” he 
said.  
Tesla makes products including electric cars, solar 
roofs and batteries that contribute to decarbonizing 
the transport and energy sectors 

artomobile

Fiona Kain

fiona@artomobile.com.au
 0405 848 868

www.artomobile.com.au
@artomobileau

Photo courtesy of Motorious 
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Big rollup on a perfect day with the sun shining –  
44 attendees and some 35 vehicles. 
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 The Double Chevron 
 

 
 
 

The Citroën featured here is a 1974 DS23 model 
owned by club member Greta Michelsen  

 

However, before we talk about Greta’s car, we 
should take a trip back in time to look at Citroën’s 
company history. It was part of the decade known 
as the “Roaring Twenties”. As the guns of the First 
World War fell silent, there was a rumbling of 
different kind – the roar of ever-increasing motor 
traffic began to echo onto the streets of Europe and 
North America. Nowhere in Europe was it heard so 
loud than in France. 
   By 1924 three serious volume producing French 
car companies had been established – Peugeot, 
Renault and Citroën. The youngest of the trio was 
Citroën, established during 1919. However, despite 
being the late comer, Citroën was a leader in 
automotive innovation, which is the focus of our 
story on these pages. 
 
André Citroën    
is in good 
company with 
another trio 
that helped 
develop the 
cars we see 
on our roads 
today. Henry 
Ford and Sir 
Alec Issigonis  
the latter, the 
inventor of 
the 
Austin/Morris Mini. Ford’s Model T was also 
innovative in its design, it was mass produced in 
1908 and, therefore inexpensive, the car that put 
the everyday man and woman in reach of 
affordable motoring. Issigonis’s Mini was 
introduced with a compact monocoque chassis and 

a front-wheel-drive system, a transverse (east-
west) engine, giving a compact passenger 
compartment, without a transmission tunnel, 
launched in August 1959. Its construction is the 
forerunner of the Japanese car manufacturers’ 
models and many others on our roads around the 
world today. 
   To be fair we should probably add a fourth 
innovator. Ferdinand Porsche – creator of Hitler’s 
peoples’ car – the Volkswagen Beetle. 
   However, in April 1934, Citroën with great 
foresight launched his Traction Avant front-wheel-
drive with monocoque (unitary) construction format, 

 
purchased under licence from Budd Engineering in 
the US. This gave it a lower ride height, 
independent suspension, contributing to supple 
roadholding, plus hydraulic brake stopping power. 
It was a bold break from traditional automotive 
construction methodology in Europe. And it 
worked. He was a gambler, not just with money, but 
ideas that were removed from the established 
conservatism of others – an entrepreneur. And the 
gamble he invested in during 1934, positioned his 
company as a leader of the pack.  
   André Citroën (often called the Henry Ford of 
France) had also pioneered mass production 
assembly lines in Europe, after visiting the US, and 
meeting with Henry Ford, he was inspired. His first 

car the Type A, was the first mass-production car 
to be manufactured in Europe. Even though the 
assembly line was not fully mechanised as yet, so 
the cars were pushed along by hand. 
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The end is Nigh  
 

However, after all these market-leading 
innovations. The effects of the Great Depression of 
’29 which arrived in Europe three years later than 
the rest of the world. This compounded by the 
enormous financial burden of the Traction Avant’s 
development and promotion. The results by 1935 
had brought the company to its knees financially, 
unable to continue. André Citroën also died of 
stomach cancer aged 57 in 1935. 
    Several options of a takeover were considered. 

The French government 
encouraged Michelin by 
requesting it take control, 
installing a manager and run the 
company. Michelin’s Pierre 
Boulanger was that person. Both 
he and Pierre Michelin would take 
executive control. So, with one 
great gulp Citroën had been 
swallowed up by Monsieur 

Bibendum  –  the Michelin Man.  
 
Enter Greta and her Déesse  

 

Greta had owned some half dozen VWs in her 
younger days – a Beetle and a couple of Kombis 
she (as you would) lived in while travelling around 
Europe. After that sojourn she thought it time to get 
real job and then from the late ’80s was involved in 
corporate life for some 30-years in sales and 
marketing positions. During that time, she made 
her way step by step up the corporate ladder, in 
charge of the Asia/Pacific area. 
   She says, “I obviously had many company cars 
in which I hadn’t any say as to the brand. Then as I 
climbed the ladder higher, I found myself driving an 
Audi TT for five years and another Audi, but an A5 
also for five years.  So, when it was time to retire, I 
bought a Subaru 4X4 which I still have as a daily 
driver.  

   “I always noticed that many creative people 
tended to drive Citroëns, particularly the DS, and 
as I’m a creative person and love style, I thought I 
should look around for a DS. 
  “After my first marriage broke up, I then met Geoff 
and we got hitched, as it happened, he was a 
Citroen aficionado and owned two Tractions!” 
   As the scribe – I quipped to Greta, there’s no 
doubt it was obviously meant to be – a marriage 
made in heaven, I reckon. 
 
About Citroën’s DS 
 

The DS was first launched in 1955 and is loaded 
with technology. The Traction was then retired 
in1957. There are not many vehicle manufacturers 
that have such long models runs – it went for 23-
years and as you’ll find out the DS with updates and 
specification offerings ran for 20-years, during 
which time 1.5 million were sold.   
   Greta’s is a second last year model and has the 
fully loaded specification. 
   For the launch Citroën displayed it in 1955 at the 
Paris Motor Show, with 12,000 orders taken on the 

 
 first day and 80,000 signed orders by the end of 
the show. In 1971 it was awarded European Car of 
the Year. In 1973 the model received the most 
advanced version – the DS23. Its original designer, 
Flamino Bertoni, unfortunately didn't live long 
enough to assist with that, but the evolution brought 
the puzzle's final piece, which made the car even 
more desirable. 
   While the initial model featured exposed round 
headlights, the latter evolutions brought the 
covered headlights with the inside's directional 
indicator lamps. The aerodynamic shape was kept, 
and it still looked more advanced than most of the 
cars on the market, due to its fluid lines and sloped 
short back. 
   Inside, the DS, and especially the top-trim level 
 DS Pallas (which Greta’s fuel injected spec is), 
featured wide seats at the front and a bench in the 
rear. Due to its long wheelbase, there was plenty of 
room for five passengers. Worth mentioning that 
Citroën  designed  the  car so  France's  president,  
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General Charles De Gaulle, could fit in it – he was 
1.96 m tall (6.4 ft). 
   Citroën installed a new, 2.3-litre engine under the  
bonnet, either  with a  carburettor  or  a  fuel 

injection system. The latter was a novelty on the 
market at that time, and people were still sceptical 
about its reliability and performance. But the 15hp 
difference between the two engine choices and its 
lower fuel consumption proved its value. Both 
versions were paired either with a 5-speed manual 
or a 4-speed semi-automatic gearbox. 
   The first model in ’55 was the DS19. It had a 1.9-
litre carburetted engine, and Michelin’s new 
manager at Citroën Pierre Boulanger had plans for 
it to be a new extremely advanced, in design, and 
as technology was rampant in the aviation industry, 
the DS (pronounced Déesse in French, for 
Goddess) would lead the automotive industry in 
technological innovations. 
   Using two fluids, one gaseous and one liquid to 
control the spring and shock absorber system. This 
revolutionary hydropneumatics suspension was 
self-leveling and the ride height could be adjusted 
by the driver. The high-pressure system was aided 
by the engine, which powered the brakes, the 
clutch, the gearchange and the steering servo – 
with the brakes and steering having priority over the 
suspension in case a leak was to occur. All this 
technology in 1955, without a sign of todays’ 
modern computers. It’s astounding. 
 
The search 
 

In 2013 Greta was perusing the for-sale ads in the 
Citroën Club’s magazine and what appeared to be 
a suitable DS was owned by a fellow who lived in 
the Blue Mountains. He’d owned it since the 1980s 
and had travelled far and wide around the country, 
so it had some 300,000kms on the clock. But it was 
rust free, as rust can be a problem with a DS. It had 
a straight body with some minor stone chips on the 
front of its green paint work, no doubt caused by its 
extensive travels. However, it seemed to be a good 
honest car. So, a deal was done, and Greta was 
now a proud Citroën DS owner.   
   But wait there’s more. Geoff says shortly after, it 
started acting erratically, jumping and bucking, 
something the owner mentioned had happened 
once. Geoff found the cause was that someone 
inadvertently had topped the hydraulic reservoir up 

with coolant, and it therefore had water mixed in 
with the hydraulic oil.  
   Geoff continues, “We think it was an honest 
mistake by someone, as the hydraulic oil is green 
in colour and is very similar in shade to the green 
in coolant, also the header tank is similar in 
appearance to a cooling system header tank – may 
have been an apprentice when it was serviced. So, 
we had to obviously drain the hydraulic system, had 
some of the components rebuild, and the steering 
rack cleaned out.  
   As far as the engine he’d had the head 
overhauled, but the bottom end hasn’t been 
touched. We’ve had the starter motor 
reconditioned, and other than that we’ve replaced 
the clutch cable. It snapped in the main street of 
Cowra on a club run, and fortunately we had a 
spare cable in the boot. I’ve also serviced the fuel 
injection system.” 
   Greta and Geoff say they’ve added some 
40,000kms to the odometer in their travels so far. 
And Greta says with a smile, “I just love this car!”         

  A  2CV Citroën is a fun car favourite of Greta’s 
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Holden's evaluation EV1  

 
GM built 1117 EV1s for public release: 660 in 1997 and another 457 in 1999. None were sold to the general 
public; all were made available via a lease program to customers in California, Arizona, and Georgia. 
When those leases came to an end starting in 2003, GM took back every single EV1 and decreed that the 
cars would be removed from the road permanently.     
   When GM discontinued Holden as an Australian carmaker, the subsidiary's employees started to go 
through company archives and unearthed an EV1 that had been sent to Australia for evaluation purposes. 
The silver car remained left-hand drive, as noted by the stickers on its rear bumper declaring it an 
engineering evaluation vehicle. Whatever GM's intentions with the EV1 down under, it remained forgotten 
until it re-emerged in 2021, after which it first went to the Museum of Vehicle Evolution in Shepparton, 
Victoria, then later on display at Australia's National Motor Museum in Birdwood, South Australia 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    Photo Ryan Hothersall – Owned by GM Australia/New Zealand is at the Birdwood National Motor Museum 
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I understand the Goulburn event was a great success with some 15 members travelling in their 
cars in convoy up the Clyde Mountain via Braidwood and then onto Goulburn. The original plan 
had been to go via Nerriga, but the condition of the road was reported to be in too bad a condition. 
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Raising a glass at the celebration dinner 
 

Bev and Events Director Geoff Phillips 
 

Dawn and President Colin Spicer 
 

Dianne and Gary Whitwell 
 

Jacqui and Brenton Whitwell 
 

Jan and Vice President Roger Guest 
 

Secretary Jane and Alan McLennan 
 

Kerry and Graham Sawyer 
 

Treasurer Vicki Weir 
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Thanks once again to our Events Director 
Geoff Phillips and Santa’s helper his wife 
Bev, for another great Christmas party at 
the Conjola Bowling Club. 
Great venue - Great atmosphere - Great food 
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Events – Wheel Nuts 1st Sunday (not January) 10am-12 Ulladulla Harbour    
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
                                                        

JANUARY 
                Sunday 15th 
               To be confirmed 

Annual Picnic Day – January General Meeting. 
Held at Leaning Oak Lake Conjola – meet onsite 11.00am 
485 Lake Conjola Entrance Rd Lake Conjola. 
BBQ meat provided by MUVCCC - BYO salad, rolls, chairs, plates, cutlery & drinks. 

              Thursday 26th Australia Day Mollymook - Static Display - Time TBA 
FEBRUARY 
Sunday 5th Wheel Nuts, Ulladulla Harbour - Meet 10am - 12noon 
Wednesday 15th Merinda 3-hour River Cruise, Batemans Bay 

Leaving Ulladulla 9.30am 
Sunday 26th Pelican Waterfront Cafe, No.4 Island Point Road, St Georges Basin 

Leaving Milton 10am 
MARCH 
Friday 3rd 
Saturday 4th 

VEHICLE REGISTRATION DAY - The Registrar will be available on this day 
Milton Show - Static Display - Time TBA 

Sunday 5th Wheel Nuts, Ulladulla Harbour - Meet 10am - 12noon 
Wednesday 8th General Meeting - Milton Ulladulla Bowling Club - 7.30pm 
Wednesday 15th Luci's Cafe, Bawley Point - Coffee Run 

Leaving Ulladulla 9.30am 
Sunday 26th Narrawallee Reserve 11am - Bring your own picnic 
APRIL 
Sunday 2nd Wheel Nuts, Ulladulla Harbour - Meet 10am -12noon 
Sunday 9th Blessing of the Fleet - Static Display Ulladulla Library Car Park 

Details TBA 
Wednesday 19th “Tom Taylors Shed” Monkey Mountain Road, Morton. Bring a plate to share for morning 

tea. To be confirmed 
Sunday 30th Lady Denman Museum followed by lunch at Husky Pub 

Leaving Milton 9.30am 
 

INSURANCE FOR MOTORING ENTHUSIASTS  |  CALL 13 46 46 FOR A QUOTE  |  SHANNONS.COM.AU

Shannons Pty Limited ABN 91 099 692 636 is an authorised representative of AAI Limited ABN 48 005 297 807, the product issuer. Some benefits only apply to comprehensive vehicle cover. Shannons has not taken account of your objectives, financial 
situation or needs. Read the Product Disclosure Statement before buying this insurance, available at shannons.com.au. The Target Market Determination is also available. Terms, conditions, limits and exclusions apply. The type of cover must be specified 
on your certificate of insurance. If you do not use your vehicle in accordance with the vehicle usage shown on your policy certificate you may not be covered in the event of a claim. Discounts do not apply to the optional Shannons Roadside Assist or CTP. 

Scan to find out more

“ N O  O N E  K N O W S  Y O U R
P A S S I O N  L I K E  S H A N N O N S.”

Shannons Home and Comprehensive Car and Bike insurance is for motoring enthusiasts just like you, with features like:

n Choice of repairer   n Agreed value   n Multi-Vehicle & Multi-Policy discounts   n Limited Use & Club Plate 
cover   n Laid up cover   n One excess free windscreen claim per year   n Total loss salvage options   
n Home & Contents Insurance including $10,000 enthusiast items cover for your collectables & tools 
n Towing & storage costs as a result of loss or damage   n Pay by the month premiums at no extra cost

Call Shannons on 13 46 46 for a quote on your special car, daily drive, bike or your home, and speak with a genuine 

enthusiast.


